I’m Yaro and I live in Kenya with my grandma and two sisters. We speak Swahili. I like to take care of our goat because she gives us fresh milk to drink. Someday, I want to become a teacher!

Find a gift to share hope with kids around the world! Visit worldvisiongifts.org.
Farm Friends Playset

Print on cardstock, color the figures, and cut on the dotted lines. Cut out and add the stands and you’re ready to play!

(Don’t have cardstock? No problem! Repurpose cardboard from your recycling bin. Use a glue stick to paste the page to cardboard, then color and cut out to play.)

My name is Bayani and the language I speak is Tagalog. When I was little, a giant storm called a typhoon destroyed my family’s home in the Philippines. But with help, we started over. Each morning before school, I help out by feeding our chickens.

Kamusta ka?
“How are you?”

Philippines
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My name is Julissa. I live in the Andes (that’s “ann-deez”) Mountains in Ecuador and I speak Spanish. Life was hard until my family began raising alpacas. Now we have plenty of wool to sell. I’m learning how to knit at home, but I love learning how to read at school even more!

Hola! “Hello!”
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